


U
pon entering Villa Empain in Brussels at the recent Menart Fair. visitors were confronted with a petrified scene of 

disaster and destruction: a dining room covered in ash, chairs smashed. glasses knocked over, a shoe left lying 

under the table and the food left untouched. 

The scene in the installation Post-Oisaster Room might be imagined. but it's grounded in the reality of the aftermath of Beirut's 

2020 12ort ex12losion. 

Created by ltalian designer and architect Gregory Gatserelia. who lives in Beirut, and ltalian-Lebanese designer Joy Herro, the 

installation - which has travelled the world, including a show at Abu Dhabi's Jubail Island last October - invites viewers to 

contemplate what happened just before that moment and what will happen after those few seconds of frozen catastrophe.

"The idea behind it is obviously the tragedy that we experienced in Beirut. which happened du ring the afternoon when people 

were doing their normal things:' Gatserelia tells The National.

"This daily moment, maybe getting ready for dinner or welcoming family home from work, was disrupted by the event and 

suddenly there's a moment of silence. of desertion, because everybody went to hide and everybody went crazy in the aftermath 

of that moment. 

"This moment maybe lasted five minutes, five hours or five days, but it's about the impact on the daily routine put in tragedy:' he 

adds. "How devastating it was, not only on the persona! level, as I had huge destruction in the office and at home. but the 

widespread loss of lite. lt put us in a state of shock and stillness:· 

Made from several pieces of furniture sourced from the Flea Market in Beirut's Basta, knocked over and broken. everything has 

been covered in recycled paper made by Lebanese artisan Clayper. which mimics the texture of grey ash, similar to the remains 

of Pompeii. 





Osman Yousefzada, Untitled 2 from the Wrapped 
Objects collection, 2022, hand-blown Murano glass, 
35 x 27cm. Photo: Maghie Ghali

Omar Chakil's alabaster works in Le LAB gallery 
stand at Menart Fair. Photo: Maghie Ghali



Menart Fair artistic director Joanna Chevalier, left, and director and founder 
Laure d'Hauteville. Photo: Jules Monnier

Alexandra Catelain-Orange's ceramics, based on the Olivea series by Etel Adnan; ceramics, 50cm.
Photo: Alexandra Catelain-Orange
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